Memory & Skills Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across

3. to restore power or strength
5. alike
8. an elegant building (often a king’s home)
9. a learned ability
12. preventing something from happening or making it more difficult.
13. to store information (such as a memory) as a code
15. to attach firmly (also a material used to hold concrete together)
16. to make something stronger (more solid) or combine several things into one
19. a certain time or a time interval (length of time)
20. people involved in an activity or project
21. related to nerves

Down

1. a plan for the times when things will happen
2. memory, or to bring back to memory
4. something that takes our focus off what we are trying to do
6. to make something better
7. the process of remaking or strengthening memory connections
10. to lift up or increase
11. scientists investigating a question
14. an advantage (also a verb that means to provide something good)
17. to change slightly (make a small change)
18. a small job that needs to be done
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